
 
 
 In this issue we discuss the wealth of Australians and what resale numbers can 
tell you about the state of the property market. 
 
Newsletter #04/19: 
 
In this issue: 
1. Australians overtake Swiss to lead world in median wealth stakes. 
2. Resales and confidence. 

3. Migration, vacancy rates and stalled projects. 
4. Online academy. 
  
1. Australians overtake Swiss to lead world in median wealth stakes 
  
 For most Australians, it may not feel like it, but Australia has seized from 

Switzerland the global title of having the highest "median wealth per adult", 
in Credit Suisse's 2018 Global Wealth Report released in late 2018. 
Not only are Australians relatively rich by global standards, the wealth is 
more evenly distributed across the population than many other countries, it 
finds. 

  
 Wealth is defined in the report as the sum of all assets, including residential 

property, deposits, shares and super, minus all debts – “net worth”. 
  
 The results show that if every Australian adult lined up in a row, the middle 

person would have a net worth of $US191,453 – about $270,000 at current 
exchange rates. Australia is not short on millionaires either – at least in US 
dollar terms. 

  
 Far from being a rare occurrence, 1,288,000 Aussies are US dollar 

millionaires. To be a US dollar millionaire, you actually need to have $1.4 
million Australian, meaning there are even more Aussie dollar millionaires. 

  
 Credit Suisse is tipping the number of Australian US dollar millionaires to rise 

by 41 per cent to 1,814,000 by 2023. 
  
 Australia is also home to the 10th biggest cluster of “ultra-high net worth” 

individuals in the world – people who have accumulated more than $US50 
million ($70 million). 

  
2. Resales indicate confidence?  
  
 Do you ever feel that your gut is telling you what the market is doing, which 

is oftentimes not what the media seems to be saying? Well you might be 
right. One of the indicators I have used for years is what is known as Stock 
on Market (SOM).  Like the very important rental vacancy rates, (more next 
issue on this) SOM is a great indicator to the confidence (or lack thereof) of 
people holding property. People do not sell when the market (and 
confidence) is strong. More resales coming onto the market has always told 
me that the market is in a decline, as people have lost confidence, and are 
trying to bail out of their property investment. By contrast, if the number of 
resales is dwindling, people feel they have got a good property, don’t want to 
sell, and fell confident tomorrow’s value should be higher. 



  
 The Sydney CBD is a perfect example. In October 2016, there was just 241 

total listings for sale. People didn’t want to sell. They were “confident” prices 
would keep going up. Today, it’s a different story. Listings have gone up by 
over 100%. There are now 494 properties listed for sale with a 51% jump 
over the past 12 months alone as confidence in the Sydney market wanes. 
Based on the number of units in Sydney CBD (at 2016) that would account 
for 3.8% of the total. 

  

 By comparison, Melbourne CBD has 748 listed for sale, down by 9% from 12 
month ago (3.4% of the total). Brisbane has 401, down 12% from 12 months 
ago, while Perth is pretty much the same. 

  
3. Migration, vacancy rates and stalled projects. 
  
 Next issue we will examine some fascinating statistics about immigration 

numbers to Australia, stalled and cancelled projects, and what these 
combined factors may have on the property market going forward. Do you 
think migration is increasing or decreasing? The figures may surprise you! 

  
4. NEW ACADEMY OPENS 
  

 The Australian Property Academy, the only online academy for Australian 
real estate excellence of its type, is now open for training at 
www.australianpropertyacademy.com  where you can study in detail about 
things like SOM and vacancy rates and much more. 

  
Regards 

Michael Bentley 

Managing Director, Citylife International Realty 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Author of The Foreign Investors Guide to Australian Property 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
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